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this is interior design. from the neighborhood 
restaurant to the neighbors’ drop dead gorgeous 
kitchen. from rising stars to superstar kelly 
wearstler. from high-wattage homes like fashion 
moguls Max and lubov azria’s california mansion 
to an awesome little office in a tiny corner of 
canada. from new york city to saint petersburg. 
this is a dialogue with more than 75 design pro-
fessionals about their most amazing interiors, 
the details behind the scenes, the decor that 
turns them on, and their sources of inspiration. 
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behind the scenes / LigHting

inspiring interiors 

hot 
Lights
A canadian lighting 
design firm adds 
electricity to a  
dutch museum

A n interactive museum 
celebrating one of eu-
rope’s most prestigious 

football clubs sounds awesome 
enough, but add a dynamic and 
evocative interior lighting design 
from montreal-based Light-
emotion and you’ve really got a 
“gooooaaaallll!” 

“We have tried to capture the 
romance of the game and the 
inspiration behind the cutting-
edge techniques of the club 
[dutch team Ajax Fc] in our work,” 
says Francois roupinian, founder 
of Lightemotion, whose lighting 
design projects around the globe 
have included performing arts, 
museum exhibitions, casinos, 
and hotels. “We want to create an 
atmosphere that is dynamic and 
celebratory, inspirational and 
exciting, just like Ajax Fc.”

mirroring the innovative training 
methods of the club, the Ajax 
experience includes a number of 
imaginative lighting techniques, 
such as metal halide light 
sources installed on struc-
tural columns to provide discreet 
cross-lighting, Led fixtures 
bathing inclined ceiling planes 
in red, Led and halogen lamps 
illuminating showcase displays 
from within, and ceiling-mounted 
fixtures putting the spotlight 
on the visitor—literally—as he 
travels through the exhibition. 

“our challenge was to create a 
dynamic solution for the Ajax 
experience amidst many different 
installations and spaces,” says 
roupinian. “the key to the suc-
cess of our design was using only 
a narrow range of product types—
Luminergy, iguzzini, and philips 
selecon—but concentrating on 
high quality light sources and 
accessories along with extremely 
good control of the lighting.” 

Luminergy

during the planning 
stages for the Ajax 
experience project, 
Lightemotion was 
having trouble finding 
a manufacturer that 
could provide a specific 
type of light fixture they 
wanted. they finally 
connected with Led 
specialists Luminergy, 
who developed an 
innovative solution 
that yielded the desired 
effect. With its u.s. 
distributor, Ledspin, 
Luminergy’s products 
are distributed in more 
than 11 countries.
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